Taxi! A Look At Checkers Past
This hard bound book includes pictures of most all
models made, up through 1974; and even goes back in time to
the Checker predecessors. The article that is the main body of
text was originally published in Car Classics Magazine in 1974.
I have secured the copyright permission to republish this
valuable history that is a must for all Checker Lovers. It is not
just a Xerox of the magazine, it has been re-typeset in large
print and I've made an extensive index. If you want to find out
what was happening in 1925, turn to page 21. Did you know that Checker made a Transit Bus?
See page 37. Are you interested in the various wheelbase sizes? There are 18 different
wheelbase sizes in the index.
The book also includes a copy of the sheet music Call a Checker Cab which was the theme
song for the Checker Cabbies Radio Show. The show was broadcast on station WOR in New York
circa 1930. The copy was made from an original in my possession (copyrighted too).
Last but not least, there are 30 pictures of the factory taken circa 1950 by a personal friend
of the Markin family; the friend happened to be a professional photographer. These photos have
never been published before; in fact, only the Markin family and the photographer have ever seen
them prior to this.
The base price is $21.00. Add appropriate amounts listed for tax and shipping.

626-794-7973
Make Check to Misc Enterprises and mail to
1080 N Holliston Ave
Pasadena CA 91104-3014
All funds must be in US Dollars - US checks ok, but sorry, non-US have to be Postal
Money Orders only - or PayPal. My bank charges $15 collection fee for non-US checks,
but I can cash any country’s US$ Postal Money Order at the post office.
Taxi! A Look At Checkers Past

quantity

x $21 =

California residents add 9.25% tax on above figure
Shipping (see below)
Total
Shipping is per book. US Priority Mail, add $5.00 per book.
Non-US Global Priority, add $13 per book
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